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We Accelerate 
Cancer Drug Development



ABOUT ACT GENOMICS
Your Trusted Partner in Cancer Drug Development

ACT Genomics is a leading molecular diagnostic company that helps biopharma accelerate drug development through biomarker 

discovery, patient stratification and comprehensive cancer molecular analysis. Strategically located in Asia, our headquarters and 

CAP-accredited laboratory are located in Taipei, with offices in Singapore, Hong Kong, Shanghai and Tokyo.
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Biomarker Discovery
We provide comprehensive genomic profiling 
to facilitate biomarker discovery. Customized  
assay is available. 

Patient Stratification
From next generation sequencing to IHC and  
PCR assays,  we util ize various platforms to 
screen patients prospectively.

Consultation
Our team of industry veterans and in-house 
clinical databases offer insights to ensure a 
smooth clinical trial operation.

CDx Development
We offer companion diagnostic development on 
NGS-based or CHIP-based multiplex qPCR 
platforms.

Service Overview

Cancer is a multifactorial disease governed by large numbers 

of correlated genetic alterations that regulate the Hallmarks 

of Cancer1. Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technology 

allows assessment of tumor genomics at the individual gene 

level, dissecting the pathophysiological pathways that lead to 

the multiple resistances model, and therefore making it a 

potential approach for designing the right drugs for a cancer 

patient, with specific dose, at a defined time interval.
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Comprehensive Cancer Genomic Assays

•  Suitable for all  solid tumor cancer 

types

•  > 400 cancer-related genes

•  Evaluating the expression level of 90+ genes relevant 

to tumor microenvironment

•  Proprietary chip-based multiplex qPCR platform

with fast turnaround time and less sample input

ACT Genomics has an established portfolio of NGS-based diagnostic assays which are CAP-accredited, providing 

high-quality results for the sponsor’s biomarker discovery and clinical studies. Our teams of PhD scientists will

support the sponsor’s trial or study design, quality assurance and analysis of the test results.

•  Monitoring the circulating tumor DNA for 

solid tumors

•  Mutation load and resistance markers

are monitored

•  100% coverage of BRCA1/2 genes

•  Capable of analyzing germline and 

somatic mutations



Biomarker Discovery
of Targeted Therapy

Treatment Prediction
for Immunotherapy

•  MHC I Pathway

•  Active CD4 T Cell

•  Active CD8 T Cell

•  Memory CD4 T Cell

•  Memory CD8 T Cell

•  MDSC

ACT TME Pathways

•  Regulatory T Cell

•  Checkpoint Molecules

•  Tumor Secretory Cytokines

•  Tumor Inflammation

•  Immune Escape Mechanism

Targeted panel sequencing is capable of providing 

clinically informative genetic alterations at high depth 

and high exon coverage.  The number of genes 

included in a targeted panel can be categorized 

as follows:

•  Genes with clinical evidence in regards to their 

diagnostic, therapeutic, or prognostic relevance.

•  Genes currently under investigation in clinical trials. 

•  Mechanism-based genes derived from models of 

cell signaling activity which account for disease 

mechanisms or drug mechanisms of action.

                        is a proprietarily designed panel,

based on the important hallmarks of cancer.

The > 400 genes included govern important

signaling pathways that drive the

pathogenicity of cancer.

                                           covers immune-related genes, TMB and MSI

                      sequences genes involved in immune response and  
a n t i g e n  p r o c e s s i n g  a n d  p r e s e n t i n g  m a c h i n e r y.  T h e  m u t a t i o n
statuses of these genes will  be considered when recommending 
immunotherapy.                          calculates TMB and evaluates MSI to 
help doctors to evaluate the use of immunotherapy.

                                     Tumor Microenvironment Profiling 

Proprietary chip-based multiplex qPCR platform to profile tumor  
microenvironment by measuring the expression of 90+ 
immune-related genes. 



For more information, please contact us at 
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